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**ACROSS**
1. Like a nasty bruise  
2. With jack squat to do  
10. Educator ___  
11. Bronson Alcott  
14. Vinegar-marinated Filipino dish  
15. One with the future in mind  
16. Email folder  
17. Austrian minimalist of note  
19. Org. with "Who is the true monster?" ads  
20. NYC resident who's making a comeback, unfortunately  
21. Au pair’s compensation component  
22. Swear off dating for a while, perhaps  
23. "Total Recall" setting, at times  
24. Giver's opposite  
26. Texas bock brand  
29. Solo assessment  
32. Word in many bowling alley names  
33. Chilly espresso drink  
34. Like 26-Across, at times  
35. Is down with  
36. There's nowhere lower  
37. Got the fence pole out of one's butt  
38. Mean thing to throw  
39. Some collars  
40. Easy gig, formally  
41. Digs  
42. "___ you coming?"  
43. Huit, across the Alps  
44. Extra-tall 56-Across  
46. Light source for a romantic dinner  
48. ___ baby  
51. Gallic gal pal  
52. Home of Suriname's Presidential Palace  
53. "Duuuuuuuuuuule!"  
54. Panel part  
55. See 44-Across  
56. Chopin's lover  
57. A pillar of 6-Down  
59. "Fresh Off the Boat" middle kid

**DOWN**
1. Zeke's portrayer, 1939  
2. Consulting company's stock-in-trade  
3. Joule per coulomb  
4. Watson's creator  
5. Prepares a term paper, perhaps  
6. Dave Chappelle's faith  
7. Too rich for my blood  
8. Noted 1940s policy  
9. One way to do cardio  
10. 4:3 or 16:9  
11. Don't shy away from  
12. Not fooled by  
13. Otis Redding label  
17. Eiffel, par exemple  
22. Chuck in anger, in a way  
23. One who gets their kicks  
25. Idaho state seal animal  
26. Much of a casino floor  
27. Tower of (logic game)  
28. Must for a singer  
29. Mean thing to throw  
30. Be less than generous  
31. Belvedere ___ (Vatican Museums treasure)  
32. Fabric that may be tucked  
38. Paper featured on Season 5 of "The Wire"  
41. Bit of news  
43. Fiery gems  
44. Giant pie holes  
45. JCC alternative  
46. "Spartacus" composer Khatchaturian  
48. Organize, in a way  
49. Proposition 22 supporter  
50. Auspicious  
52. Subway snogging, e.g.  
53. Hit hard